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As easy as that. PRODUCT INFO SHEET

PP STRAP MACHINE 201 SEMI-AUTOMATIC

PACKAGING 
MACHINERY

The PP Strap Machine 201 Semi-Automatic is the most affordable, portable, and 
compact semi-auto strapping machine. Designed for everyday commercial use, this 
machine provides labour savings and cost-efficiency. Great for bundling cartons 
together to reduce freight costs, or strapping items for additional protection 
and security.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

 h Compact and lightweight enabling easy transportation and a small space for installation.

 h With a single motor powering the machine, it has a stable operation even if the voltage drops.

 h The feed system, strap tensioning device and cams are designed to eliminate splitting, bending, 

and scratching.

 h Easy adjustment of strap length and tension via external controls.

 h Applicable to Any Shape. The width of the slide table is small, allowing for simple bundling of pipes 

and irregularly shaped objects. Heavy-duty body with powder-coated finish.

 h The free end of the strap appears on the table, which can be placed around the article by hand for 

strapping for simple operation.

 h This machine uses an instant heating plate, enabling fast heating. It is also equipped with two useful 

manual switches that help clear strap jams and aid in the event of failure of any micro switches.

 h All machines we sell come with a 12-month warranty, ongoing availability of spare parts, and are fully 

supported by our in-house machinery service team.

 h Manufactured in ISO9001 Certified facility.

SEMI-AUTO 
Strapping Machine
Pacmasta TMS-300

STANDARD FEATURES

    Portability:  Compact and light-weight enables easy 
transportation and only requires a small space for 
installation.

    A Single Motor powers the machine. Stable operation is 
assured even if the voltage drops.

    Easy adjustment.  Adjustment for use of any strap in a width 

screws.

   No strap damage. The feed system, strap tensioning device   
 and cams are so designed as to eliminate splitting, bending   
 and scratching.

    Applicable to Any Shape.  The width of the slide table is 
small, allowing for simple bundling of pipes and irregular 
shaped objects. Heavy-duty body with powder coated finish

    Simple Operation. The free end of the strap appears on the 
table which can be placed around the article by hand for 
strapping.

    Easy Maintenance Replacement  of the PC Board is easy. This 
machine uses an instant heating plate, enabling fast heating. 
Also, this machine is equipped with two useful manual 
switches that help clear strap jams and aids in the event of 
failure of any micro switches. 

TECHNICAL DATA

STRAPPING SPEED 2.5 sec/strap

DIMENSIONS 910mm(L) x 582mm(W) x 785mm(H)

NET WEIGHT 100kg

MAX TENSION 45kg

STRAP WIDTH 6, 9, 12, 15.5mm

POWER AC230V(50Hz), single phase

SPECIFICATIONS
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TECHNICAL DATA

SPECIFICATIONS

Strapping Speed 2.5 sec/strap

Dimensions

(L) 910mm
x

(W) 582mm
x

(H) 785mm

Net Weight 100kg

Tension 15kg - 45kg

Strap Width 12mm

Power 240V, Single Phase

Product Code 42.101


